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w xWe consider real-valued functions defined on 0, 1 . Both the class of Baire one
functions and the class of Baire-one, Darboux functions have been characterized
using first return limit notions. The former class consists of the first return
recoverable functions and the latter consists of the first return continuous func-
tions. Here we introduce a natural intermediate type of first return limiting
process, first return approachability, and show that the first return approachable
functions are precisely those Baire class one functions whose graphs are dense in
themselves. Also, the set of points at which a function is first return approachable,
but not first return continuous, is shown to be s-porous. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Several standard subcollections of the class of real-valued Baire one
w xfunctions defined on 0, 1 have been characterized utilizing the notions of
first return continuity and first return recoverability. For example, for a
w xfunction f : 0, 1 ª R it is known that
 . w xI f is Baire one if and only if f is first return recoverable 3 .
 .II f is Baire one and Darboux if and only if f is first return
w xcontinuous 2 .
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 .III f is Baire one and Darboux and the graph of f restricted to its
set of points of continuity is dense in the graph of f if and only if f is
w xuniversally first return continuous 4 .
 .Here, we shall elaborate on I and define what it means for a function
to be first return approachable, a concept strictly between first return
recoverability and first return continuity. We shall then use this concept to
extend the above list to include the following:
 .IV f is Baire one with no isolated points on its graph if and only if
f is first return approachable.
 .V f is Baire one and the graph of f restricted to its set of points
of continuity is dense in the graph of f if and only if f is universally first
return approachable.
This is accomplished in Section 3 of the paper. In Section 4 we examine
the set of points at which a function is first return approachable but not
first return continuous. Section 2 contains the terminology and notation
necessary to make the above statements intelligible.
2. FIRST RETURN TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION
w x  4`Motivated by 6 , we shall mean by a trajectory any sequence x ofn ns0
w x w xdistinct points in 0, 1 , which is dense in 0, 1 . One method of specifying a
trajectory is to assign an enumeration or ordering to a given countable
w xdense subset D of 0, 1 . We shall refer to such a set D as a support set.
 4Let x be a fixed trajectory. For a given interval, or finite union ofn
w x  .  4intervals, H : 0, 1 , r H will be the first element of the trajectory x inn
w xH. First, for x g 0, 1 we define what we shall mean by the first return
 4  .route to x based on the trajectory x . If r ) 0, we use B x to denotern
 w x < < 4  4`y g 0, 1 : x y y - r . The first return route to x, R s y , is definedx k ks1
recursively via
y s x ,1 0
r B x if x / y . .< xyy < kky skq1  y if x s y .k k
w x  4We say that f : 0, 1 ª R is first return reco¨erable with respect to x at xn
provided that
lim f y s f x , .  .k
kª`
w x w xand if this happens for each x g 0, 1 , we say that f : 0, 1 ª R is first
 4return reco¨erable with respect to x . Further, we say that f is first returnn
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 4reco¨erable if there exists a trajectory x such that f is first returnn
 4recoverable with respect to x .n
 4 l  4For 0 - x F 1, the left first return path to x based on x , P s t , isn x k
defined recursively via
t s r 0, x and t s r t , x . .  .1 kq1 k
 4 r  4For 0 F x - 1, the right first return path to x based on x , P s s , isn x k
w xdefined analogously, and for each x g 0, 1 the first return approach to x
 4  4based on x , A s u , is defined recursively vian x k
 4  4u s r 0, 1 R x and u s r B x R x . .  . .  .1 kq1 < xyu <k
w x w xWe say that f : 0, 1 ª R is first return continuous from the left right at x
 4with respect to the trajectory x providedn
lim f t s f x lim f s s f x . .  .  .  .
sªxtªx
rl sg Ptg P xx
 .We say that for any x g 0, 1 , f is first return continuous at x with respect to
 4the trajectory x provided it is both left and right first return continuousn
 4at x with respect to the trajectory x . We further adopt the conventionn
w xof saying that f is first return continuous at zero one if it is first return
w x w xcontinuous from the right left at zero one . On the other hand, for
w xx g 0, 1 we say that f is first return approachable at x with respect to the
 4trajectory x providedn
lim f u s f x . .  .
uªx
ug Ax
w x  4We say that f is first return continuous approachable with respect to xn
w x  4provided it is first return continuous approachable with respect to x atn
w x weach x g 0, 1 . Likewise, f is said to be first return continuous approacha-
xble provided there exists a trajectory with respect to which f is first return
w xcontinuous approachable . Finally, if every support set D has an ordering
w xwith respect to which f is first return continuous approachable , then f
w xwill be called uni¨ ersally first return continuous approachable .
3. MAIN THEOREM AND CONSEQUENCES
w x w xIn 3 it was shown that a function f : 0, 1 ª R belongs to Baire class
 w xone if and only if f is first return recoverable. See also 1 for a more
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.general setting for this result. The following theorem sharpens what we
can say about the ``only if'' direction of this result; in particular, it shows
that we have a great deal of flexibility in selecting the required trajectory
and it shows that we can take the first return route to be a first return
  ..approach at every point x except those where x, f x is an isolated point
on the graph. The theorem will then allow us to readily characterize both
first return approachable functions and universally first return approach-
able functions.
w xTHEOREM 1. Let f : 0, 1 ª R be a Baire one function and let D be a
<support set with the property that the graph f D is dense in the graph of f. Then
 4there is an ordering x of D such that f is first return reco¨erable with respectn
 4   ..to x . Moreo¨er, if x, f x is not an isolated point on the graph of f , then fn
 4is first return approachable at x with respect to x .n
Before proving this theorem we shall establish two lemmas, in each of
which we take f and D as described in the theorem statement. We use
 .  .osc f , M to denote the oscillation of f on a set M; i.e., osc f , M '
 <  .  . < 4sup f x y f y : x, y g M . We let F denote the union of D and the set
of points of discontinuity of f , observing that since f is Baire one, F is a
first category F set and, consequently, has topological dimension zero. Wes
 4 - Nalso list the elements of D as d , d , . . . and adopt the notation N for1 2
the collection of all finite sequences n of natural numbers. We shall
< <denote the length of such a finite sequence n by n . We denote the kth
 . <term of n by n k , and if n has length at least n, we let n denote then
  .  .  .4 <truncated sequence n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n n . If t s n for some n g N, thenn
we say that n is an extension of t .
 4LEMMA 1. Let e ) 0. There exists a countable collection N : i g N ofi
 .disjoint closed sets whose union is F such that osc f , N - e for each i g N.i
Proof. First using the fact that f is Baire one we can find a collection
`  .of closed sets N , N , . . . , such that F s D N and osc f , N - e for1 2 is1 i i
each i g N. Then, taking advantage of the fact that F is zero dimensional,
 w x .we may choose the N to be disjoint closed sets. For an example, see 5 .i
 - N4LEMMA 2. There is a collection of closed sets M : n g N such thatn
 .1 For each n g N, D M s F.<n <sn n
 . - N2 If n , t g N and neither is an extension of the other, then
M l M s B.n t
 .3 If t is an extension of n , then M : M .t n
 . < <  . n4 If n s n, then osc f , M - 1r2 .n
 .  4  < < 45 For each n g N the singleton d g M : n s n .n n
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Proof. For each n g N we may apply Lemma 1 with e s 1r2 n to
 n4`obtain a sequence M of disjoint closed sets whose union is F suchi is1
 n. nthat for each i g N we have osc f , M - 1r2 . Furthermore, we mayi
 4 nalso assume that for each n g N the singleton d s M . For eachn 1
n g N- N we set
M s M 1 l M 2 l ??? l M n ,n n 1. n 2. n n.
- N< <  4  .  .where n s n . It readily follows that M : n g N satisfies 1 ] 5 .n
w x  4  - N4Proof of Theorem 1 . Let f , D s d : n g N , F, and M : n g Nn n
be as described above. Further, we set G s B and for each k g N let0
< <G s M : n F k and each term of n is at most k . 4k n
k w x k .  < <For each k g N we define a : 0, 1 ª N by setting a x s max n : x g
4 k .M g G provided x is in such a M and setting a x s k otherwise.n ky1 n
Finally, let
U s x : x , f x is not an isolated point on the graph of f . 4 . .
Inductively by stages we shall select the required ordering of D which
will serve as our trajectory. At the k th stage we will select two non-nega-
 k k ktive integers j and m and consider a partition P s 0 s p , p , . . . , pk k k 0 1 jk
4 w x  4m ks 1 of 0, 1 . We shall utilize P to assist us in selecting points x lsm q1k l ky 1
from D, where for convenience we set m s y1. At the end of the k th0
 4m kstage we want x , the ordering of trajectory selected through thisl ls0
stage, to satisfy the following two conditions:
 . w k k xi If x g M l U l p , p for some M g G and s / x is akt i iq1 t
 4m k  . w x w k k xpoint of x nearest to x then B x l 0, 1 : p , p .l ls0 < xys < i iq1
 .ii If x g M l U for some M g G and x is in the first returnt t ky1 l
<  .  . < <t <approach to x with m - l F m then f x y f x - 2r2 .ky1 k l
 1 1 14We begin with stage k s 1 and set j s 2, and P s p , p , p , where1 1 0 1 2
0 s p1 - p1 - p1 s 1 and p1 f F. Without loss of generality, assume that0 1 2 1
 1 1. 1  1 14d g p , p . Choose e ) 0 so small that no two points of d , p , p are1 0 1 0 1 0 1
1 1 .within 2e of one another. Let S d consist of d and the following:0 0 1 1
v   ..If d , f d is not isolated from the right on the graph of f , then1 1
 1. <  .  . <choose two points u, ¨ g D l d , d q e such that f d y f u - 1r21 1 0 1
<  .  . < 1 .and f d y f ¨ - 1r2, and put u and ¨ in S d .1 0 1
v   ..If d , f d is not isolated from the left on the graph of f , then1 1
 1 . <  .  . <choose two points u, ¨ g D l d y e , d such that f d y f u - 1r21 0 1 1
<  .  . < 1 .and f d y f ¨ - 1r2, and put u and ¨ in S d .1 0 1
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1 .Now label the points of S d from the left to right, the first one as x0 1 0
and the last one as x . Now we have completed stage one. Note that sincem1
 44  .  .G s B and G s d , both conditions i and ii are easily verified.0 1 1
Now assume that the k th stage has been completed, that a partition Pk
w xof 0, 1 has been specified, and that the points x , x , . . . , x in D havem0 1 k
 .  .been selected, and that conditions i and ii are satisfied at this stage. We
kq1  4 move to stage k q 1. Let D s D R x , x , . . . , x . Let P s 0 sm0 1 kq1k
kq1 kq1 kq1 4 w xp , p , . . . , p s 1 be a partition of 0, 1 which strictly refines Pj0 1 kkq 1
with no point of P , except possibly 0 and 1, belonging to F, and whichkq1
satisfies the following:
 . w kq1 kq1 xa Each partition interval p , p of P contains at mosti iq1 kq1
 4one point of x , x , . . . , x .0 1 m k
 .b For each 1 F l F k q 1, each partition interval of P containskq1
 < < 4points from at most one of M g G : n s l .n kq1
We are assuming that P satisfies analogous appropriate conditions ask
.well. We now describe how to select the points to be added to the
trajectory at this stage and then we shall explain how to order these newly
selected points.
w kq1 kq1 xFix any partition interval p , p of P which intersects thei iq1 kq1
 .union of those M 's belonging to G . First, by using b , we note that ifn kq1
both M and M in G intersect this interval, then either n is ann t kq1
extension of t or t is an extension of n . Let M be the unique element ofn
G having the longest n such that M intersects this interval. Saykq1 n
< <n s m, and note that m F k q 1. Set
kq1 kq1 kq1A s min M l p , p ,  .i s i iq1
kq1 kq1max M l p , p : n an extension of s .4 .s i iq1
kq1 kq1  kq1 kq14Next, choose e ) 0 so small that no two points of A j p , pi i i iq1
kq1 kq1 kq1 .are within 2e of one another. For each a g A choose a set S ai i i
containing no more than five points according to the following scheme:
v
kq1 kq1 .If a g D , put a g S a .i
v   ..If a, f a is not isolated from the right on the graph of f , then
kq1  kq1.choose two points u, ¨ g D l a, a q e such thati
1 1
< < < <f a y f u - and f a y f ¨ - .  .  .  .kq1 kq12 2
kq1 .and put them in S a .i
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v   ..If a, f a is not isolated from the left on the graph of f , then
kq1  kq1 .choose two points u, ¨ g D l a y e , a such thati
1 1
< < < <f a y f u - and f a y f ¨ - .  .  .  .kq1 kq12 2
kq1 .and put them in S a .i
kq1  kq1 ..Observe that if a, b g A and a - b, then max S a -i i
 kq1 .. kq1min S b . It will also be the case that for each a g A there is ai i
 4m kq 1  .kq 1point of x in B a .l ls0 e i
Now repeat this process for each interval of the partition P whichkq1
intersects the union of those M 's belonging to G . If a partition intervaln kq1
misses the union of those M 's belonging to G , we do not select anyn kq1
points from that interval at this stage. We now let Skq1 denote the set of
all points chosen at this stage in this manner; i.e.,
j y1kq1
kq1 kq1S s S a . .D D i
kq1is0 agAi
For each 1 F l F k q 1 let
B kq1 s Skq1 a : a g Akq1 and a kq1 a s l , .  . 4Dl i i
and observe that Skq1 s D kq1B kq1.ls1 l
Now we are ready to explain in what order the points of Skq1 will be
added to the trajectory as x 's, beginning with x . First, add those froml m q1k
B kq1, ordering them from left to right. Next, add those from B kq1,k ky1
ordering them from left to right, and continue this for B kq1, B kq1, . . . B kq1ky2 ky3 1
in that order. Finally, append those from B kq1 from left to right, labelingkq1
the last as x .m kq 1
 .  .Now we must show that conditions i and ii are satisfied at the end of
 . w kq1 kq1 xstage k q 1. To see that i holds, assume that x g M l U l p , pt i iq1
 4m kq 1for some M g G and let s be a nearest point of x distinct fromt kq1 l ls0
 w kq1 kq1 x.x. We designate two points w and z as w s min M l p , p andt i iq1
 w kq1 kq1 x.z s max M l p , p . Observe that by the method in which thet i iq1
w kq1 kq1 xnewly selected points in p , p were chosen, we have thati iq1
w y e kq1 - s - z q e kq1 andi i
kq1 kq1 kq1 kq1w y e , z q e : p , p . .i i i iq1
 4m kq 1  . w xAs s is a nearest point of x to x, we also have that B x l 0, 1< xys <l ls0
 kq1 kq1.  . w x w kq1 kq1 x: w y e , z q e . Hence B x l 0, 1 : p , p , estab-i i < xys < i iq1
 .lishing condition i .
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 .To show that condition ii holds, let x g M l U, where M g G , andt t k
 4m kq 1let t g x belong to the first return approach to x. Let I be thel lsm q1k w kq1 kq1 xpartition interval from P which contains x, and let J s p , p bek i iq1
 .that partition interval in P containing x. Let w s min J l M andkq1 t
 .  .z s max J l M . From i of the induction hypothesis at stage k, itt
w kq1 kq1 xfollows that t g I. Let j be such that t g K s p , p : I. Hencej jq1
kq1 . kq1t g S a for some a g A .j t t j
We next want to establish the claim that
< < kq1t F a a - k q 1. 1 .  .t
To show this claim, we consider two cases:
 . kq1 . kq1 .Case 1 i / j . There is a point of S w j S z in J which isi i
kq1 . < < kq1 .closer to x than t. Further, k q 1 ) a w G t and k q 1 ) a z
< < kq1G t . Hence, it follows from the fashion in which the points of S were
kq1 . < <ordered that k q 1 ) a a G t .t
 .Case 2 i s j . By the method in which points are picked and ordered
at stage k q 1, it follows that
w y e kq1 - t - z q e kq1.i i
This, in turn, implies that a g M for some s which is an extension of t .t s
kq1 . < <Hence, k q 1 ) a a G t .t
Thus, Claim 1 holds and we may consequently choose m such that
< < < <a g M g G and m G t . Since a , x g I, the method in which P wast m k t k
chosen guarantees that m is an extension of t . Hence a g M : M .t m t
Therefore,
1 1 2
< < < < < <f t y f x F f t y f a q f a y f x - q F , .  .  .  .  .  .t t kq1 <t < <t <2 2 2
 .completing the proof that condition ii holds.
 4This completes the selection of the trajectory x . It is clear that thel
 4`range of x is contained in D; to see that it is all of D, fix any d g D.l ls0 n
- N  4 < <Let n g N be such that the singleton d s M and n s n. Letn n
  .  .  . 4  4m jj s max n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n n , n . Then d g x .n l ls0
If x f F, then f is continuous at x and hence clearly first return
 4approachable with respect to x at x. Suppose that x g F. If x f U, thenl
 4x g D and f is clearly first return recoverable with respect to x at x.l
Finally, suppose that x g U and let e ) 0. Let N g N be such that
N - N < <2r2 - e . Let t g N be such that x g M and t s N. Let K st
  .  .  . 4  .max t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t N , N . From condition ii , it follows that if t g
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 4`x and t is in the first return approach to x, thenl lsm Kq 1
2 2
< <f t y f x - s - e , .  . <t < N2 2
 4indicating that f is first return approachable with respect to x at x andl
completing the proof of the theorem.
w xCOROLLARY 1. A function f : 0, 1 ª R is first return approachable if and
only if it is of Baire class one and has no isolated points on its graph.
Proof. If f is first return approachable, then it is first return recover-
 .able and hence of Baire class one by statement I in the Introduction.
Further, being first return approachable clearly precludes any isolated
points on the graph of f. The converse follows immediately from Theorem
1.
w xCOROLLARY 2. A function f : 0, 1 ª R is uni¨ ersally first return ap-
proachable if and only if it is of Baire class one and the graph of the restriction
of f to the set of points of continuity of f is dense in the graph of f.
Proof. If f is universally first return approachable, then it is of Baire
class one as in Corollary 1. Furthermore, being of Baire class one, the set
 . w xC f of continuity points is dense in 0, 1 . Thus a support set D could be
 .chosen as a subset of C f and since f is universally first return approach-
<  .able it follow that the graph of f C f is dense in the graph of f.
<  .Conversely, suppose that f is of Baire class one and the graph of f C f
is dense in the graph of f. It readily follows that if D is any support set,
<then the graph of f D is dense in the graph of f. An application of
Theorem 1 completes the proof.
The reader may have noted that in Section 2 we did not define the
notion ``universally first return recoverable.'' The reason is that, armed
with Theorem 1, it is easily seen that such a concept would be equivalent
to ``universally first return approachable.''
 .In closing this section, we recall that statement I of the Introduction
holds in the more general setting of f : X ª Y, where X is a compact
w xmetric space and Y is a separable metric space 1 . It would be interesting
 .  .to know if statements IV and V hold there as well.
4. FIRST RETURN APPROACHABILITY VERSUS FIRST
RETURN CONTINUITY
Upon seeing the statement of Theorem 1, it seems natural to inquire if
  ..the following statement could be appended: ``If x, f x is isolated from
neither the left nor the right on the graph of f , then f is first return
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 4continuous with respect to x .'' The answer turns out to be ``no''. Indeed,n
w xthings could break down at a set of points which is perfectly dense in 0, 1
as the following example illustrates. We shall say that a set T is perfectly
w x w xdense in 0, 1 if every open interval J in 0, 1 contains a perfect subset of
.T.
w x w xEXAMPLE 1. There is a Baire class one function f : 0, 1 ª 0, 1 such
  ..that x, f x is isolated on neither the left nor the right for all but
w x  4countably many x g 0, 1 and a trajectory x such thatn
 .  4a f is first return approachable with respect to x .n
 .  4  4   4b If ¨ is any rearrangement of x including the original xn n n
.itself , then the set of points at which f fails to be first return continuous
 4 w xwith respect to ¨ is perfectly dense in 0, 1 .n
 j 4Proof. Let C : j g N be a collection of disjoint Cantor sets whose
w x w x w xunion is dense in 0, 1 , and let f : 0, 1 ª 0, 1 be given by
`
f x s h x rj, 2 .  .  . j
js1
j  .where h denotes the characteristic function of C ; that is, f x s 1rj ifj
j w x ` jx g C and 0 if x g 0, 1 R D C . Since each function h is a Baire onejs1 j
 .function and the series in 2 converges uniformly, the function f is Baire
one as well. For each j g N enumerate the contiguous intervals to C j as
 j j. 4a , b : i g N ; that is, these are the connected components ofi i
w j j x j j jmin C , max C R C . Let D be a support set containing no a or b .i i
Since no point on the graph of f is isolated, Theorem 1 guarantees that
 4there is an ordering x of D such that f is first return approachable withn
 4  .respect to x , establishing statement a .n
 .  4In order to establish statement b , we shall let x denote any fixedn
ordering of D for the remainder of this proof. We shall show that for each
j g N and for each k g N there is an open dense subset U j of C j with thek
j  .property that for each x g U there exists a natural number n x, j, k G kk
r w x j. jsuch that x g P l 0, 1 R C . Once the existence of the sets Un x, j, k . x k
has been shown, it will be immediate that for each j g N, our function f
 4fails to be first return continuous from the right with respect to x atn
each point of the set F` U j, which is a dense G subset of C j, verifyingks1 k d
 . jb . The remainder of the proof consists of the construction of the set U 's.k
Fix any j g N and k g N. It will facilitate notation if we set x sy1
j  .  .  j j.min C . For each i g N, let n i be such that n i G k, x g a , b ,k k n  i. i ik
 .  j .and if m - n i , then x f a , x . Setk m i n  i.k
c k , i s max x : x F a j and y1 F n - n i . .  . 4n n i k
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j `   . j. j j  .  .Let U s D c k, i , a l C and for each x g U set n x, j, k s n i ,k is1 i k k
  . j.where i is the smallest natural number for which x g c k, i , a . Asi
  . j. j j jc k, i , a l C / B, U is dense and open in C . Furthermore, for eachi k
j r jw x .x g U , x g P l 0, 1 R C .k n x, j, k . x
In this example we see that the set of points at which a function is first
 4return approachable with respect to a trajectory x but not first returnn
 4continuous with respect to x can be somewhat large, in that it can ben
perfectly dense. However, in terms of both Lebesgue measure and Baire
category it will be small. Indeed, our final result is the observation that for
an arbitrary function this set will be s-porous, a condition strictly more
restrictive than being both measure zero and first category. The reader to
w xwhom this concept is new is referred to the survey article of Zajõcek 7 forÂÏ
an interesting overview of the properties of s-porous sets. For our pur-
poses the definition will suffice.
If S : R and x g R, then the porosity of S at x is defined to be
l S, x , r .
lim sup ,
q rrª0
 .where l S, x, r is the length of the longest open interval in either
 . c  . c cx, x q r l S or x y r, x l S and S denotes the complement of S. A
set is said to be porous at x if it has positive porosity at x and is called a
porous set if it is porous at each of its points. A set S is s-porous if it is a
countable union of porous sets.
w x  4THEOREM 2. Let f : 0, 1 ª R be arbitrary, and let x be a trajectory.n
 4The set of points at which f is first return approachable with respect to x butn
 4not first return continuous with respect to x is a s-porous set.n
Proof. Let E denote the set of points at which f is first return
 4approachable with respect to x but not first return continuous withn
 4respect to x . All subsequent statements in this proof concerning firstn
return continuity and first return approachability are to be interpreted
 4 w xwith respect to the fixed trajectory x . Let L R denote the collection ofn
w xpoints in E at which f fails to be left right first return continuous. Then
E s L j R. We shall show that L is s-porous. A symmetric argument will
show that R is s-porous; consequently, E will be shown to be s-porous.
To this end, for each i g N let
l < <L s x g L : ' infinitely many t g P such that f t y f x ) 1ri .  . 4i x
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and note that L s D` L . Next, for each i, j g N letis1 i
1
< <L s x g L : ;u g A l x y 1rj, x q 1rj , f u y f x - , .  .  .i , j i x 52 i
so that for each i we have L s D` L . Finally, for each i, j g N andi js1 i, j
each k g Z let
k y 1 k
L s x g L : f x g , , .i , j , k i , j 5/2 i 2 i
so that for all i, j g N, L s D` L . Thus, it will suffice to showi, j ksy` i, j, k
that each L is a porous set.i, j, k
Fix i, j, k and let xX g L . We shall show that L has porosity ati, j, k i, j, k
X l  X X.Xleast one-half at x . Let t g P l x y 1rj, x withx
1
X< <f t y f x ) . 3 .  .  .
i
 4 lXThis t is some entry in the trajectory x , say t s x . Since t g P , itn n xt
 4  X .follows that no element of x lying in the interval t, x can have an
subscript smaller than n .t
  X . .We shall show that the interval t, x q t r2 lies in the complement of
  X . .L . To see this, let y g t, x q t r2 and suppose that y g L . Notei, j, k i, j, k
Xw .  4that B y : t, x and hence no element of x in B y can have .  .yy t n yyt
 .subscript smaller than n . Thus, t g A . Since t g A l y y 1rj, y q 1rjt y y
and y g L , we havei, j
1
< <f t y f y - , 4 .  .  .
2 i
and since xX and y belong to L we havei, j, k
1
X< <f y y f x - . 5 .  .  .
2 i
 .  .However, inequalities 4 , 5 and the triangle inequality contradict in-
 .   X . .equality 3 . Hence y f L and consequently t, x q t r2 lies in thei, j, k
complement of L . Furthermore, since the length of this interval is halfi, j, k
 X. l  XXthe length of t, x and since there are infinitely many such t g P l xx
X. Xy 1rj, x , it follows that the porosity of L at x is at least 1r2,i, j, k
completing the proof.
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